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We investigate the dynamics of loss of favorable mutations in an asexual haploid population. In the current
work, we consider homogeneous as well as spatially structured population models. We focus our analysis on
statistical measurements of the probability distribution of the maximum population size Nsb achieved by those
mutations that have not reached fixation. Our results show a crossover behavior which demonstrates the
occurrence of two evolutionary regimes. In the first regime, which takes place for small Nsb, the probability
distribution is described by a power law with characteristic exponent �d=1.86±0.01. This power law is not
influenced by the rate of beneficial mutations. The second regime, which occurs for intermediate to large values
of Nsb, has a characteristic exponent �c which increases as the rate of beneficial mutations grows. These results
establish where genetic drift and clonal interference become the main underlying mechanism in the extinction
of advantageous mutations.
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The role that beneficial mutations play in long-time adap-
tation �1–7� and in the evolution of sexual reproduction
�8–10� has been extensively investigated. It is well estab-
lished that adaptation proceeds through the fixation of advan-
tageous mutations. The contributions from theoretical inves-
tigations as well as the recent developments in the field of
experimental evolutionary biology have favored a better
comprehension of the dynamics fixation of those mutations.
Those experiments have demonstrated the occurrence of the
clonal interference phenomenon �1,3,11,12�. Clonal interfer-
ence takes place when two or more favorable mutations com-
pete for fixation. In asexual populations, beneficial mutations
in distinct lineages compete with each other in order to reach
fixation, which results in the ultimate loss of the remaining
ones.

Most beneficial mutations are lost in the earlier stages of
their appearance �13�, on account of genetic drift—random
fluctuations which drive new mutations to extinction even if
they are beneficial. Those mutations with larger selective ef-
fects hold a larger chance of surviving these random effects.
After surviving genetic drift, the beneficial mutations also
have to eliminate other competitors, when they exist, in order
to reach fixation. In general, the favorable mutations with
larger selective effects outcompete the other ones with
smaller benefit.

As opposed to the standard investigations, in this contri-
bution we focus our study on the favorable mutations that are

lost. We wish to investigate the dynamical properties of those
mutations that do not reach fixation. As we already men-
tioned, the extinction of a given advantageous mutation has
two possible reasons: genetic drift and competition among
mutations �clonal interference�. We aim to distinguish the
two causes by studying the distribution of the population size
reached by these mutations before shrinking and subse-
quently going extinct.

For this purpose, we study the evolution of populations of
asexual haploid organisms. We consider the Wright-Fisher
model �9�, in a homogeneous population and in a population
with spatial structure, where each individual occupies one
cell on an L�L square lattice �6�. We assume nonoverlap-
ping generations, so that the individuals at time t generate the
population at time t+1. Each individual competes with oth-
ers to generate as many descendants as possible and hence
pass its genetic information to future generations. It is pre-
cisely in the competition scheme that we distinguish the two
versions of the model: while in the homogeneous form each
individual competes with every individual in the population,
the spatially structured model assumes local competition.
Those best adapted organisms are most likely to produce
offsprings. The likelihood that an individual i at time t+1 is
the offspring of an individual j at time t is

pij =
� j

�
k

�k

where � j is the fitness of individual j and the sum runs over
all individuals for the homogeneous population and over the
Moore neighborhood for the spatially structured one.
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In a recent investigation, Gordo and Campos introduced a
spatially structured model for adaptive evolution in an
asexual population �6�. The main motivation of that formu-
lation is that the vast majority of species are to some extent
structured into local populations where individuals compete
with nearby individuals. Gordo and Campos have shown that
the effectiveness of selection is reduced in the spatially struc-
tured model and this effect is more pronounced when we
consider a smaller neighborhood size. In addition, they found
that the substitution rate of beneficial mutations is smaller in
the spatially structured model than that obtained for homo-
geneous populations �4�. These previous investigations use
the standard formulation of studying those mutations that
ultimately fix in the population, and no further information is
raised about the mutations that are not successful. In the
current work, we focus our study on the unsuccessful muta-
tions in order to get some insight about the evolutionary
mechanisms acting on those populations.

Each individual is represented by an infinite sequence of
digits S= �s1 ,s2 ,…�, where each bit s� denotes the state of
nucleotide � which is allowed to take two possible states
s�=0, 1. Once we have assumed infinitely large sequences,
the occurrence of back mutations is negligible. The afore-
mentioned model corresponds to the infinite-site model
�14,15�. During replication, each newborn individual inherits
the beneficial �increase the fitness� and deleterious �decrease
the fitness� mutations from its progenitor and an additional
amount of n deleterious mutations �n taken from a Poisson
distribution with, on average, Ud mutations per individual
per generation�. Each deleterious mutation decreases fitness
by a multiplicative factor 1−sd. On the other hand, beneficial
mutations take place at a constant rate Ub and improve fit-
ness by a multiplicative factor 1+sb. Their selective effects
sb are assumed to be exponentially distributed, with average
s̄b, as observed in recent experiments in bacteria �16�. It is
also assumed that subsequent beneficial mutations in the
same genome only occur with the fixation of the previous
beneficial mutations. Hence the fitness of a given individual
is given by �4,6�

� = �1 + sb
j ��1 − sd�kd

j
� fix, �1�

where kd
j is the number of deleterious mutations and � fix

takes into account the already fixed beneficial mutations,
which are the same for every individual in the population. A
given beneficial mutation is said to reach fixation when the
first individual to acquire it becomes the common ancestor of
the entire population, which means that every individual
shares that advantageous mutation.

As mentioned above, two different effects are responsible
for the disappearance of new mutations with beneficial ef-
fects on fitness. The first is the genetic drift �13,17� and the
second is the clonal interference �12�, competition among
clones carrying different mutations. Genetic drift is expected
to be more significant in small populations, since the rate of
drift is proportional to 1/N, where N is the population size. It
is also expected to be more important in the earlier stages of
the mutations’ occurrence, since they occur at lower frequen-
cies. On the other hand, the competition among clones which

carry different mutations arises when their frequencies in-
crease as they compete for ultimate fixation. Hence, clonal
interference is expected to be more significant after benefi-
cial mutations have overcome genetic drift and have in-
creased in size. In both cases, we expect that the probability
of extinction decays with the size of the clone population
that carries a beneficial mutation.

In Fig. 1 we plot the probability distribution P�Nsb� of the
maximum population size Nsb achieved by clones that carry
beneficial mutations which have not reached fixation. The
data for the plots were obtained for the spatially structured
population model, the homogeneous one being qualitatively
similar. From the figure we clearly notice the existence of
two distinct regimes: one for small values of Nsb, and a sec-
ond regime for intermediate to large Nsb. The crossover be-
havior becomes less pronounced as we increase the rate of
beneficial mutations Ub �see Fig. 1�. When Ub is large, we
barely distinguish the two straight lines �Fig. 1�b��. In the
former regime, genetic drift plays an essential role. In this
stage, the newly arising beneficial mutations try to increase
their frequency in order to escape stochastic loss. After that,
they become less sensitive to random sampling in the repro-
duction procedure. When Nsb becomes large and so the clone
population becomes less sensitive to random sampling; com-

FIG. 1. Density of extinct populations P�Nsb� as a function of
the maximum size of the population for the spatially structured
model in a 100�100 square lattice with s̄b=0.05, sd=0.1, and Ud

=0.1. �a� Ub=0.0001 and �b� Ub=0.002.
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petition among other favorable mutants becomes the domi-
nating force that has to be overcome when beneficial muta-
tions try to reach fixation. In general, the advantageous
mutation which confers a higher benefit outcompetes the oth-
ers. In the figure, we notice that each regime exhibits power
law behavior with distinct characteristic exponents �d and �c,
respectively. We also see that genetic drift is the main evo-
lutionary mechanism responsible for the loss of beneficial
mutations for population size up to Nsb�100 �P�Nsb�
�Nsb

−�d�, while clonal interference governs extinction of
clone population of large size s �P�Nsb��Nsb

−�c�. Moreover,
the critical value of changing regimes Nsb�100 does not
display any noticeable dependence on Ub.

In the simulations, we have found that the rate of produc-
tion of beneficial mutations Ub does not affect the extinction
pattern of small populations—for Ub ranging from 0.000 02
to 0.002, the scaling exponent is �d=1.86±0.01 for the spa-
tial model and 1.89±0.02 for the homogeneous one. This is
consistent with the fact that in this regime random fluctua-
tions play the major role in driving beneficial mutations to
extinction. On the other hand, the scaling exponent for the
clonal interference regime increases as Ub grows, but it is
always smaller than the scaling exponent �d.

Figure 2 shows the dependence of the scaling exponent �c
on the rate of beneficial mutations Ub. The scaling exponent
�c grows slightly with the augmentation of Ub. This depen-
dence is nearly logarithmic as we can infer from the semi-
logarithmic scale in the figure. The qualitative behavior is the
same for the spatially structured model as well as for homo-
geneous populations, although it is also worth mentioning
that �c is systematically greater for the former. This effect
has been observed previously in a model for the evolution of
the protein synthesis �18,19� and is a consequence of the
spatial structure that prevents the quick disappearance of
clones carrying beneficial mutations by large fluctuations,
since the competition among distinct mutants only takes
place when the boundaries of their clusters interact, while, in
homogeneous populations, as soon as a new favorable muta-

tion arises, it immediately interacts with all other mutants
because in this case competition is global.

Likewise, we investigate the dependence of the crossover
on Ud. Figure 3 shows that, as Ud increases, the crossover
becomes less and less pronounced. We argue that this is a
consequence of the weakness of clonal interference as Ud
increases, making genetic drift the sole beneficial mutation
extinction mechanism.

Since the probability of extinction of beneficial mutations
depends on their selection coefficient, we now turn our at-
tention to Fig. 4, where we display the expected maximum
fraction of the population ��sb� reached by the beneficial
clone population �that does not fix� as a function of their
mutational advantage sb. The data reveal a peaked function
near s̄b. We observe that mutations of small effect are really
eliminated by drift in the first generations of their appear-
ance. Mutations of large effect also hold a small value of
��sb�. This result indicates that either these mutations are
lost as soon as they arise or, when they escape stochastic loss

FIG. 2. Exponent �c, P�s��Nsb
−�c, as a function of Ub for the

spatially structured model �circles� and the homogeneous one
�stars�. The simulation parameters are the same as in Fig. 1. For the
homogeneous model, the population is composed of 10 000
individuals.

FIG. 3. Density of extinct populations P�Nsb� as a function of
the maximum size of the population for the spatially structured
model in a 100�100 square lattice with s̄b=0.05, sd=0.1, Ub

=0.01, and different values of Ud: 0.01 �filled circles�, 0.1 �crosses�,
and 0.4 �open squares�.

FIG. 4. Average maximum fraction of the population carrying
favorable mutations that have not reached fixation ��sb� as a func-
tion of their selective effect sb. Ub=0.01. Other parameters as in
Fig. 1.
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in the earlier generations, they reach fixation very rapidly
such that clonal interference is not the main underlying force
that governs their fate. Thence, clonal interference acts only
over a limited range of sb; otherwise genetic drift is the main
cause of extinction of beneficial mutations.

In summary, we have quantified how genetic drift and
clonal interference cause the extinction of clonal populations
carrying beneficial mutations at different rates. While genetic
drift affects the small size populations, clonal interference is
the mechanism that drives large populations to extinction. In
addition, we have observed a clear crossover in the popula-
tion size where one or another of these effects takes place.
Furthermore, comparing the extinction pattern on the homo-

geneous and the spatially structured models, we have noticed
that large clusters in the spatial model are more stable than
their counterpart in the homogeneous model. Finally, our re-
sults indicate that the clonal interference acts in a limited
range of beneficial advantage while the genetic drift causes
indiscriminate extinction of clone populations with any ben-
eficial advantage.
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